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Nazurah Usop

C U RATO R I A L

Being an artist myself, I find it hard to articulate a
description that I am trying to explain. With visual
abstract, it helps me to elaborate my words more
through the creative piece. Poetry are the abstract
works of words where as an illustration and painting
is an abstraction of words. I had selected a few
abstracted works to show the beauty and in hopes of
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some understanding on how it can inspire and move us
as well as the future generation to come through creative
thinking. Although, of course, it’s not just limited to the
abstract works, but also all the works.

“...in wider Southeast Asia, art was more comprehensively
offering a critique of, and sometimes alternative to,
current power structures” - Singaporean based
curator, Lola Lenzi on arts and politics
The selected works are a variety of raw emotions, works
that represents tranquility, death and also voices of
love regardless of gender - Art is about the freedom of
expression, boldness, bravery, acceptance, assurance but
also its about doubts, fears and anger just like what you can
get out of democracy, having voices and being part of the
youth.

C U RATO R I A L

Democracy, voice and youth is a big theme to touch on
and I am happy that there are youths who are willing to
4
share their views through their creativity. Voicing out
opinions and issues can be difficult sometimes but it
doesn’t have to be limited to articles or the news - it can
be through creative works in where art, is being
understated for. Creative works are pieces of art that
could possibly a contribution in changing the world
and that is what Yuwana zine is about.

ARTISTS SELECTED
Adobong Papel | The Philippines
Agnita Fitriani | Indonesia
Aurelia Fransiska Wijaya Kusuma | Indonesia
Carla Lourraine Tan | The Philippines
CzarovskiKristal | The Philippines

ARTISTS

Delayla | The Philippines
Ehsan | Brunei Darussalam
Emi Kashikoi | Brunei Darussalam
Esa Apriansyah | Indonesia
Eunice D. Orquia| The Philippines
Francine Soberano | The Philippines
Fatin Syazana | Brunei Darussalam
Gregorio Surya Abdi Julianto | Indonesia
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Mya Zin Mar Tun | Myanmar
Myat Yu Mon | Myanmar
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Neng Lina Lestari | Indonesia
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Ozaq Ques | Indonesia
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R. Riree | Indonesia
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Rights
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Agnita Fitriani

This photo was taken on September 30th, 2019 in Bandung, Indonesia
after a massive college students protest against the new policy in Jakarta that was being implemented on September 24th, 2019. The protest
is concerning several regulations that alleviate the punishment of corruptors and give more benefit for the authority rather than the rights of
the society (On protest poster: ”Stop intimidating activist, journalist, and
paramedics. Stop criminalization!!!”)
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Youth for
the People
Adobong Papel

The most recent student walkout in the northen part of the Philippines have
shown the mass power of the voices and actions of the people. With the fear of
being tagged as terrorists. Young people march the streets to fight fearlessly
for their basic rights such as the right to education.
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Fulfilled

“Sometimes we just sit, look at the horizon that brings
calmness. Control our mind and try not to be angry for any
bias information which would lead us to chaos of knowledge.
Democracy means everybody can speak but sometimes we,
oursleves, forget to also be open with what everyone else is
saying. We can try to control our negative emotions from any
information that could stimulate our feelings. If we can control
ourselves, it is possible to construct our words more wisely.”
Yuwana Zine
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We Matter
Emi Kashikoi
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Blessed
My Homeland
Forever
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Be a Good
Human Being
Ozaq Ques
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To o m a n y g r o u p s , c l a s s e s , i n s t i t u t i o n s i n t e r v e n e d i n o r d e r
to enjoy it all. Ever ything changes and falls apart, except
for humans. Humans from ancient times until now have
never changed. Humans can change times, sacred texts,
c i v i l i z a t i o n , m o r a l i t y, a n d s o o n . B u t h u m a n s c a n n o t c h a n g e
themselves, even though their form changes, they still
b e c o m e t h e m s e l v e s , a s h u m a n s . I t i s d i ff i c u l t t o u n d e r s t a n d
what human is, what being human is for, and the true will
o f h u m a n , a n d h u m a n i s l o o k i n g f o r i t s e l f. R e l i g i o n , s c i e n c e ,
p h i l o s o p h y, a n d a r t h a v e t r i e d t o t r a n s l a t e w h a t h u m a n s
really are and where the purpose of human life is. Again,
t h i s i s n o t s u ff i c i e n t f o r t h e t r a n s l a t i o n , d e f i n i t i o n a n d
understanding of human beings. The complexity is truly
endless, in fact it can be endless. All interpretations have
b e e n a tt e m p t e d b y h u m a n s , t h u s m a k i n g t h e w o r l d e v e n
more chaotic. Therefore, peace on earth is almost destroyed
b e c a u s e o f h u m a n s i t s e l f. T h e o n l y k e y t o p e a c e i s t o b e a
“good” human being for itself and for others. But is being a
good human being a possibility in the present?
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Aurel Fransiska Wijaya Kusuma

Sadness
and Hope
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Of Hope
and Healing
Eunice D. Orqula
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One and
Many One
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Children

Kids obser ve protesters during the 5th State of the Nation Address of Philippine
president Rodrigo Duter te. Despite having the world’s longest lockdown (nearing
7 months), the countr y remains to be a hotbed for COVID-19 as the government
continuously fail to implement proper medical solutions.

Salomo Christian Hutajulu

With the opening of the school year, kids are forced to stay at home and
u n d e r g o r e m o t e l e a r n i n g , i n s t e a d o f e ff e c t i v e l y l e a r n i n g w i t h t h e i r p e e r s .
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Isaac Offline

Digitized
listener
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Fatin Syazana

NO!

SAY NO TO
CORRUPTION
I can makeesall
your wish
come true
*for a price
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Kevin Lieus Felix
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One is
Too Many

Raise Up
Your Voice,
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This is
Not Fine
Khairul Anwar
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Activism is
Not Terrorism
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“It is a series of fake tweets (I wrote it myself and used a template website to make them
look genuine) by a generic national health department that can substitute for just about
any equivalent real-world institution. As one reads the series of tweets, it is clear that
they get more and more sparse until the final message is the exact opposite of the initial
message. This was achieved by the systematic removal of words from the previous tweet
until the last words end up forming a message that deviates from its predecessor. My
work ties into this edition’s theme of Democracy, Voices and Youth because the omission
of certain words and phrases from these tweets by a national health department implies
that the government behind it is censoring its words and making it spread messages
deemed appropriate by said government, an action contradictory to the transparency and
honesty needed for a democracy to truly be democratic.”
Yuwana Zine
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that you care
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Sam Radaza

(early morning at the beach)
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Heroine
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Growing up in a matrilineal-based culture
doesn’t mean that I will see women having
an easy life. In fact, gender inequality
is still in the discussion and it makes
me question more about humanity. The
recent news from Pasaman, West Sumatra,
reported a girl was stripped off and
recorded in public by the locals for she
was accused of doing improper activity
with her boyfriend. HEROINE comes to
express those type of issues. It is not just
that being a women is difficult but boys
expressing their femininity and doing
what women do on a daily basis is also
considered as embarrasing, weak and
disgraceful. Society demands stereotypes
relating to women to be brought to justice
where some have to be destigmatize.
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Rowel Gabriel R. Mirador
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Youth
Moves

Syasya Harry
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“This painting is about human beings who are just simply in love”

Vagina Fatal
R. Riree
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Below are photographs from
staffs of PDI Kintha Sittwe,
Myanmar who were submitted
as an assignment (tackling
covid-19 during quarantine) for
an online psychosocial support
session (Zoom) held every
Saturday.
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Shy Real
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I hate communism but you give capitalist a bad name
Yuwana Zine
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Black Bulls, Red Porcelain
Czarovski

Czarovski

“I AM NOT GOING TO KILL MYSELF!!!”

Bound & glued
Words repeated over & over again
Like a neverending prayer
That’s sold with no fear
Of being called simony or indulgence
Power not only comes from knowledge tomes hold
But hope that inspires
Others
That their name be inscribed on the plentitude
That be bought & sold
And power intoxicates
Like the smell of old books
And sometimes it can be earned wrongfully
By spreading lies
That are more bewitching than the truth

Among the chaos in the china shop, be the loudest bull roar
Let your noise cement your memory into your comrades’ minds
Urge them to witness your struggle as you have theirs
As the world witnesses your war
O, tiny mountainous harbor island so close yet so far
We want to send a cavalry but are helpless to spectate
Seeing you lose & loose
Is like watching teammates in the arena
And we’re unallowed to respawn
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It’s an unfair fight
And you’re the bull in the ring,
Cornered by countless matadors,
Prepping for the coup de grace
And we’re the captive audience protesting against animal cruelty

Czarovski
How woeful
To be constricted
By the narrow path,
Instead of a bowl:
A strait that leads to nowhere’s horizon
If not divided by an unsure fork

You. I. Us—We
We may be weak
But we are not helpless

Divisions occur when the road is paved
By those who don’t know how to build roads

Repeat the ritual:
Refuse to kill yourself
Or else the pigs will do it for you in the Animal Farm you live in

Voices		
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Goldfish

Trample your rights, quash your voice, stifle hope if they can
So resist.
Rebuke.
Scream as loud as you can.
And we’ll broadcast your message as far as we can
Only as long as you keep talking
Independence can’t afford to lose its voice
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Beerday

Akala ko nasa disco ako sa sobrang lakas ng mga tugtog. Akala ko
nasa bar ako dahil sa halo-halong amoy ng iba’t ibang uri ng alak. Akala ko’y
nalasing na naman ako’t hinimatay sa madalas kong tambayang night club.
Subalit bakit ang dilim? Nasaan ang nakahihilong disco lights? Bakit ang
lamig? Nasaan ang init na bigay ng alkohol sa katawan?
I thought I was at the disco, the loud music made me think so.
The scent of different kinds of alcohol contributed to my assumption that
I’m at the bar. I thought I got wasted and I passed out in the night club I
usually go to. But why is it so dark? Where are the hypnotizing disco
lights? Why is it cold? Where is the warmth offered by the alcohol?

“Hahahahaha tagay! Tagay!”
Mga tawanan.
”O, shot! Shot! Kampaaay!’
Kalansing ng mga babasaging basong nag-uumpugan.
Tawanan.
Alingasaw ng alak, ng sigarilyo.
“Hahahahaha cheers! Cheers!”
Laughter.
“O, shot! Shot! Kampaaay!”
Drinking glasses clinking.
Laughter.
The smell of alcohol, of cigarettes.
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		Ah… hindi pala ako lasing.
Ah… I’m not drunk.
Sa madilim na kanto nitong silid na kinasasadlakan nakita ko ang
isang nilalang na namamaluktot, umuungol, humihikbi. Kung sana ay ayos
lang na tanungin siya ng “Okay ka lang ba?” ay ginawa ko na. Kung pwede
lang magmaang-maangan sa kung ano ang nangyari ay ginawa ko na. Kung
sana ay kaya kong lapitan siya, yakapin at patahanin ay ginawa ko na, subalit
hindi ko kaya. Kumikirot pa ang namamaga kong mga binti. Napatid na rin
yata ang lalamunan kaya’t ni isang daing ay hindi ko masambit.
In one of the dark corners of the room where I lay, I saw a curled
up figure, moaning, weeping. I could have asked her “are you alright?”
but the question is unfit. If only I could pretend not to know what had
happened, I already did. If only I could embrace and console her, I would
have done so, but I couldn’t. My limbs are swelling and I’m still in an
unbearable pain. I even think my throat has been severed for I could not
even moan nor whimper.

Dagundong ng malakas na tugtugin na gumagapang sa malamig na
sementadong sahig na tila mabibilis na mga hakbang ng malalaking hayop
na nag-istampede.
Thunderous music that creeps on the cold concrete floor similar to that
of hastened footsteps of huge animals on stampede.
Kalansing ng mga kubyertos na tumatama sa mga babasaging
pinggan—kalansing na minsan ay nagiging nakangingilong kaluskos.
Clinking of silverwares hitting porcelain plates—clinks that sometimes
turn to nerve-wracking screeches.
Samyo ng mababangong ulam.
Hiyawan….
Nakabibinging katahimikan.
Fragrance of viands.

		Namimingi na yata ako..
		
My ears are ringing…
Ang mga hikbi ng kasama sa silid, ang paisa-isang tulo ng tubig
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Cheers….
Deafening silence.
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mula sa katabing banyo, at ang tibok ng sarili kong puso ang malinaw sa aking
pandinig.
The sobs of my companion, the leaking faucet of the adjacent
restroom, and the beating of my heart are only ones I could hear.

Ang mga hikbi ng kasama sa silid, ang paisa-isang tulo ng tubig mula sa
katabing banyo, at ang tibok ng sarili kong puso ang malinaw sa aking pandinig.
The sobs of my companion, the leaking faucet of the adjacent
restroom, and the beating of my heart are only ones I could hear.
Tibok. Hindi tibok, dagungdong ang nagmumula sa aking dibdib—
natatakot, kinakabahan, ano’ng susunod na mangyayari? Wala sa aming may
alam. Kahit ang dahilan kung bakit kami nandito, wala sa aming may alam.
Voices		

Poetry

Youth

Ah… marahil dahil sa pagkain. Marahil ay labis na ang kanilang gutom
kung kaya’t nang makita nila ang kahon-kahong mga relief ay agad nila kaming
kinuyog. Tama. Ang sabi nga nila, kapag daw gutom ang tao, gagawin nila ang
lahat para mapunan ang kumakalam na tiyan—lahat, kahit gumamit pa sila ng
dahas.
Ah… perhaps because of food. Maybe they were starving so they
crowded us when they saw the several boxes of relief goods. Right. As what
the saying goes, when a man starves, they will do everything to fill their empty
stomachs—everything, even resorting to violence.

Youth
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Tama. Dahil nga sa pagkain. Ipadadala sana namin ito sa mga isang
kahig, isang tuka naming kababayan, pero mukhang mas matindi ang kanilang
pangangailangan kaya nila ito nagawa.
Right. It was because of food. We were supposed to deliver them to
our hungry townsmen, but it seems like they were in greater need so they did
what they did.

Happy beerday chief!”
“Hahahahahahaha Salamat! Salamat!”
Hiyawan.. tawanan.. kalansing ng mga nag-uumpugang
babasaging mga baso..
we limp and be tossed in this human kennel.
“Happy beerday chief !”
“Hahahahahahaha Thank you! Thank you!”
Cheers.. laughters.. drinking glasses, clinking..
Pero bakit sila, may mga pagkain din namang dala?
“Kampaaaaay!”
Ang alingasaw ng iba’t ibang uri ng alak.. ang samyo
ngmababangong mga ulam.
What about them, they had also brought food, hadn’t they?
“Kampaaaaay!”
The pungent smell of different kinds of alcohol.. the fragrance of

Poetry

Sa madilim na kanto nitong silid na kinasasadlakan nakita ko ang
isang nilalang na namamaluktot, umuungol, humihikbi. Kung sana ay ayos
lang na tanungin siya ng “Okay ka lang ba?” ay ginawa ko na. Kung pwede lang
magmaang-maangan sa kung ano ang nangyari ay ginawa ko na. Kung sana
ay kaya kong lapitan siya, yakapin at patahanin ay ginawa ko na, subalit hindi
ko kaya. Kumikirot pa ang namamaga kong mga binti. Napatid na rin yata ang
lalamunan kaya’t ni isang daing ay hindi ko masambit.
In one of the dark corners of the room where I lay, I saw a curled up
figure, moaning, weeping. I could have asked her “are you alright?” but the
question is unfit. If only I could pretend not to know what had happened, I
already did. If only I could embrace and console her, I would have done so,
but I couldn’t. My limbs are swelling and I’m still in an
unbearable pain. I even think my throat has been severed for I could not
even moan nor whimper.
		
		Namimingi na yata ako..
		
My ears are ringing…
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The beat. Not a beat, but a pound in my chest— frightened, nervous.
What’s going to happen next? None of us knows. Even the
reason why we’re here, none of us knows.

Tibok. Hindi tibok, dagungdong ang nagmumula sa aking dibdib—
natatakot, kinakabahan, ano’ng susunod na mangyayari? Wala sa aming may
alam. Kahit ang dahilan kung bakit kami nandito, wala sa aming may alam.
The beat. Not a beat, but a pound in my chest— frightened,
nervous. What’s going to happen next? None of us knows. Even the reason
why we’re here, none of us knows.
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we are blinded to the injustice
that is happening around us on this pandemic
to not realise that our identity is exuding privilege

Tropical Climate

the quarantine food is not adequate for me, can you deliver some to my
hotel? click send
while another person in another country stay hungry

The truth is hard to find in the tropics
in the same way it is hard to find rain in the summer.

the hotel room is too small, can I move to another?
while another person in another country stay cramped in with
their family of seven in a two-bedroom dorm

the bridge just opened, let’s do some side business there

In the oppressive heat it shies away
from all rooftops and treetops
away from shanties
and withered ground
where it needs to be the most.

while another person in another country was diagnosed with
coronavirus
64

it’s so annoying that I have to scan before entering a restaurant now
while another person in another country is rioting and
demanding better coronavirus measure from their government

its all me me me
I want more room
I want more space
I want more food
please (but I’m not really asking actually)

Nowadays it’s even harder to find
in this year’s record-breaking Philippine summer
it’s lost, we think, in the quiet
of street corners made empty
by that heat haze of fevers
and feverish sound bites
spat out by powerful men.

shrouded with the blissful notion
literally the abode of peace
to not realise that for others
deaths are happening
you should not forget that
the world is still burning
and churning with vomit
we’re just sitting on a clean pavement
observing the chaos from the other side
in our rose-coloured glasses
sipping our freaking tea

We are parched for the truth like water. We kneel
blistered on the scalding pavement
and pray for a storm
but no such luck:
in summers in this homeland
the sky always seems to run out of rain.
Democracy
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world is burning

Therese Genota
tcgenota@gmail.com
19, Philippines
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Consider No Mercy

“One day I will be president,
one day, I will be the CEO of my own company,
one day…” thought my 5 year old self, full of ambition and audacity.

Did you think of a mob dance, a protest
versus hitmen in the shadows? If we chain
our hands tight we’d be electric perhaps.

Little did she know,
that one day is Today.
Today gives me motive to move on without dismay,
And free myself from barriers standing in the way of our rights and humanity.
Today is the day when we are not alone,
The world hears us all.

So tell me, how should I wake you up?
Three fingers in the likeness of Katniss.
The television tells us of news leaving
a sour aftertaste: men in gray blue, men
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still exist years after That Day. Here’s my
proposal: plant your feet on the streets
so that the Word will be the language
of the masa. Mountains must crawl
elsewhere while the skies burst in
colors to tease apocalypse. Chants
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Our youth, we have yet to realize
The most important kind of freedom is to be your truest self.
Because without it,
you trade in your reality for a role.
your act becomes powerless.
you give up your ability to feel.
your face is utterly a mask,
covering the silenced words.
Today is the day where I can voice my thoughts,
turn dreams into actions,
And actions into reality.
Where the only regrets I will have is being mute in the time of conflict.

reciting the names of slain advocates
would jolt Bacolod and a city kissing
another city. Then, the whole nation.

From this,
I will speak up.
I am proud, powerful
I am a woman.

So tell me, how do we pardon the yawa?
We’re past such fickle hashtags, past
retweets and tedious threads that can
barely do enough. Unless the clowns

Our youth of Today,
Open your eyes,
It's time for a change,
Today.

turn themselves in, blood stays nonnegotiable. We will sport hope like
a pair of wings. Tomorrow, reclamation.

Hmuu Po Mo
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disposed like cheap tetra packs. It’s just
the same channel—same changes. Even
the finest heroes who once ousted Macoy
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one day is Today

Hezron Pios
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Ode of August

Gregorio Surya Abdi Julianto

NUH, Level 10

Dad bought us new clothes
the price is cheap, seven thousand rupiah

Karisa Poedjirahardjo

got from the thief market, yellow and fake
torn all over the body,

Awaiting biopsy results

available for us patch with skin

I am thankful for the bruise

smell of urine and sour,

on my mother’s elbow,

but right for our receding bodies

the scabs on mine.
I am thankful
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Dreaming of new clothes that we are ready to

for the body that heals.
For vaccines and cures:
storyteller moonlighting as academic,

wear tomorrow.

mentor as mother,
archivist as counsellor,

Dawn descends on our heads,

emancipator as lawyer,

Rushed shower with water and sand

activist as scapegoat.

We form bodies

For labor organizations and subverters of
system.

similar to new clothes,

For collectives, collective actions, and calls to

holes, urine and acid

action.
How sick

Morning comes,

is the virus

We dress red and white

that ails us

Dapper, like royalty

then tells us

Elegant like a priyayi

we are healthier for it?

However, we remained naked.
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Tonight we sleep very comfortably,
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Alegoriya sang Bulalakaw
Jhio Jan Navarro

Ang bitoon nagakapulak
Sa kaugalingon nga pagbuút
Kag ang Bulalakaw, gatud
Nga nagahitad sa bibig
Sang mga pumalatindog
Sa barangisi nga dahal
Paagi sa inaloy nga pagkalutos
Antis dunggoon ang panit
Kag unod sang duta agud
Lukaton ang sadsaran
Sang ila gindihon nga ungkil,
Tambara kag batakan.
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For press freedom
Jhio Jan Navarro
Foolish is he
Who spits at the heavens but
More is he who schemes
Systems of pulleys, levers
And scaffolds to bring down a star
-- Babel fell and crumbled
Under the weight
Of a far lighter aim.
A star falls on its own accord
And Bulalakaw is a curse
That stretches architects’
Lips to a smirk of hubris
Through feigned defeat
Afore wiping it off
By carving craters out
Of their pulleys, levers
And scaffolds’ foundations.
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Buang-buang ang nagapanupla
Sa panganod apang
Ilabi na gid ang mga nagadihon
Sang batakan,ungkil kag tambara
Agud maglalas bitoon -- ang Babel
Natiphag, narusdak sa kabug-at
Sang mas mag-an nga tinutuyo.

Hello?
Are you listening to my situation?
I can’t go play you see.
I have to meet my dad at the station.
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Carla Lourraine Tan

Why?
You promised you would stay but now you’re
going away.
How could you leave me at a time of such
dismay?
I can’t be here.
The sounds of the shrieks, shots and shells.
It’s not fair.
Things my family can’t bear.
You can still play with me.
Once everything dies down you see?
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Blood won’t be the only thing you see.
We’ll get away from all this corporate greed.
The men sitting up there in their high horse
will cease to exist.
And the shrapnel in our hair shall turn into
flower crowns.
Just you wait and see.
When we get there
I promise we’ll be free.
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One day I promise the light will shine again
and we’ll frolic through the terrains.
Catching dew drops on our hands
Or making castles in the sand.
Everything we dreamt shall fabricate into
existence.
Everything will be less loud then.
Shrouding under the covers would be a thing of
the past.
No more running from whatever it was that will
blast.
We’ll watch the river gently pass
As the sun gleams on the freshly cut grass.
We can sleep in peace at last.
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Our Voice
Kayen R.N
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Even if only for a short fraction,
A moment of illumination,
To wield the sword of action,
I would write without hesitation,
Because that is my voice.

Do something to write your story,
Let your voice be part of history.
Champion humanity and its glory,
Let it be not be just a memory,
We can make our reality.
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Why do people suffer and discriminate?
Heads turning away from all this hate,
Why is there no passion to communicate?
Or curiosity, asking why we’re in this state?
Like a human in a one-man world.

“
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an empire of senseless souls have been telling him to lift the
clouds above his head — to be absolved of the responsibility of
keeping a secret, to be liberated from the abstractions of holding it in, and to be forgiven from his prejudiced convictions —
because there is nobility in speaking the hard truth.
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eight
echoes of vibrations leave not
waves of the ocean straighten not
burgeons of the selloum halt not —
but all will end with just a knot.

but his belief remains resolute. there is no one existing in this
world who can take spoken words back. once monologues start
to fall off his mouth, his freedom will be squestered. voicing out
is an arduous quest — ushering endless peril of a population,
accompanying coercion that is difficult to escape.

the rope may be of such great help
accompanied by his own self.
wandering through virtual timelines
senseless words, he thinks, intertwine.

saddest are the stories which remain untold — it may be true. but
there is emancipation in detained sorrow. and when its the
turn of his sun to set, taking these strangled thoughts, words
left unsaid to the grave will unshackle him.

the twenty-six letter cocktails,
to make him drunk never fails, but
they are gulped, swallowed down the throat
thoughts and conscience unkept afloat.

Jaypee Gatmaitan
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Jaypee Gatmaitan

he

tries to belch his inner demon
shows he has the same devotion
copies unfamiliar steps, but
waits and yearns for the sun to set.

he

smiles despite the countless heartaches
fosters monstrous agitation
wallows through blunt inequity
dreams of things he can never be.

he

blindly swallows others bloomers
champions right; end up as loser
wades in kept insecurity —
shelters himself inside of me.

the world utters counterculture,
uncertainty of the future
there is freedom in his silence
and to agitate is restraint.
echoes leave after a short while.
waves straighten when the winds subside.
burgeons halt when the vapors clot.
still, all ends when he hangs on the knot.
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Dibalik Jendela Asrama
Neng Lina Lestari

Bahagianya aku pernah mengenalmu
peneduh jiwa dibawah teriknya mentari pagi
aku satu dan menyatu
pada suasana persinggahanmu
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Aku, gadis bodoh yang amat ironis
yang membuka mata dibalik jendela asrama
menepis perdebatan sekawan
hingga mereka menamaiku apatis
Beralaskan ketegaran
berbalut senyuman palsu
duka ini selalu tersimpan dan tak bertuan
hingga mendermakan rasa yang segera sirna

The picture I made tells of a person who is not confident in expressing opinions, a person who is silent on the floor above the dormitory
and only listens to the debates of his friends. According to him, freedom of opinion is not only done through words, but images through
art can also convey the meaning that the maker wants to convey.
Likewise with some people who still don’t have the courage to speak
out to express their opinions, not because they can’t or are ashamed,
but because each of us has our own version of life.

Kau sebut itu canda??
Tanpa melirik ketiadaan argumen
dan hanya memekik tawa
seakan kalian tak punya rasa
Kau tahu?
gadis itu sedang merindu
pada sekawan yang hilang
bagaikan ilalang

*The Poem of Indonesian
Yuwana Zine
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Sepi pernah menghampiriku
Tanpa mengingat sambut hangatnya
bahwa kita dekat didalam dekapanmu
menuju senja yang merah merona
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Masterpiece
Written by: Patch
She was a blank canvas,
waiting to be painted

“Who worries about a teacher's mental health?”

Golden, waiting

A few days ago, a relative of mine had brought to light
regarding her deteriorating mental health as a teacher.
Reading the whole passage made me rethink on how
the lives of teachers are and how despite suffering from
mental health and advocating about it, I have seem to
completely forget about the mental well-being of
teachers.

for an artist
to carve her hips with scars,
to brush her lips
with colorless promises.

Acrylic dripping
80

81

from her bony shoulders
down to the dimples on her back
The colors tingle as they rain down

We seem to hear so much about having to bring to light
the mental health of students, office employees, minors
and even parents; and yet, the mental health of teachers
seemed to be silent.

From her chest down to her belly button.
The artist strives for perfection,

And it is such a sad fact.

Damps different shades of blue

Teachers are the ones who have raised and in a way,
shaped the way society is and they are the ones who
technically raised and gave knowledge in order for
doctors, engineers, painters, singers and writers like me
to be born.

Lilac stamps consuming the gray areas
And in a fraction of a moment,
She realized she will never be enough
to a frustrated craftsman.

Nazurah Ajimy

She was a blank canvas,
but she is yet to fathom
that she is an art on her own.
She is a masterpiece
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It’s a clear sight, with many factors why it happens and
many stories of these events of teachers having
burnouts and yet- no one seems to speak up on it
enough to the point where the question is true,”Who
worries about a teacher’s mental health?”
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Talà

Stars

Nahiwagaan siya.

He was mystified.

Itinanong niya tuloy sa kaniyang guro
kung bakit sa matataas na lugar
itinatayo ang mga obserbatoryo.

And so he asked his teacher
why observatories are built
atop high places.

“Light pollution” daw.

“Light pollution,” came the reply.

“Nilulunod
ng labis na mga ilaw ng lungsod
ang liwanag ng mga talà.”

by Phillip Yerro Kimpo

Generation gap
You don’t understand the world through our eyes:
The paths we explored with a blinking torch

“The excess lights of the city
drown
the light of the stars.”
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After a morning of class
and an afternoon of scavenging trash,
he climbed the tallest mountain
of plastic, tin cans, carton, sludge
and the rest of the city’s excess.
He sat on the peak
and from there gazed
at the stars.
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How would you know what is best for your sakes?

Only to come to an unsure future

| How would you know what is best for our sakes?

When you have not felt the ground with our soles

Pagkatapos ng klase sa umaga
at isang buong hapon ng halikwat-basura,
inakyat niya ang pinakamatayog na
bundok
ng mga plastik, lata, karton, burak
at iba pang kalabisan ng lungsod.
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In our quest to find the crest from the clouds

He was doubly mystified.

Yuwana Zine

| To follow a pathway led by your torch

The weight of the skies and you on our backs –
All but for you and a certain future

Lalo siyang nahiwagaan.

Umupo siya sa tuktok
at doon ay pinagmasdan
ang mga talà.

Youth

|

In our quest to find ourselves on the crest

Our hands carving wings, our shoulders: your throne
How would you know the skyline from our height?
Yet you insist on the need for progress
As if what we’ve done was never enough

|
|

Yet you stick to your concept of progress
As if what you’ve done was more than enough

As if you can see the world through our eyes.

-

Youth

Syakirah Matusin
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ni Phillip Yerro Kimpo
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Promised Land (Tanka)
By Yancy Moron
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Pearl of the orient
Lost its once-lustrous glamour
Tilled the fertile land
Cultivated greed, power
Reached the skies of liberty
‘Til one get higher than it

Yuwana Zine
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I
When I was younger, I was taught to respect my elder
No matter how wrong or how bad their teachings were
I had to sit down, keep quiet, and surrender
Creating this barrier between the younger and the older

86

IV
Tyranny, depression, ignorance
That is what sprouted
And because of this dividing
Opportunities for growth and success has been over shrouded
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Recognizing mistakes when you first learned how to draw starts
from how you hold the pencil to how the colors must remain
inside the line of a coloring book that showed your favourite
cartoon character who will always remain as a close memory of
the times when things were lot easier.

V
This thinking, this hierarchy, this madness needs to end to progress
Reverse this habit, cut this culture, and let us be known
The youth; we are here, and we are a part of this mess
And your word is as important and critical as our own

Being taught of all these aren’t mistakes. Being taught of all these
and choosing to listen, to stitch these learnings into your being
shaped you, a lump of clay, into the person that you have become
today.

VI
So, the next time we share our concern and our stand
Try to listen before you shake your head and close your mind
Because we are the future who will govern this land
And we have to pick up whatever you leave behind.

When we were first taught of what was right from what was
wrong, it never occurred to us how the right will be one day
viewed wrong.
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III
The barrier that was created because of this thinking
Has cracked a big divide
Camaraderie, harmony, and understanding
Virtues that is needed to prosper, have withered and died

The earliest memory of being able to recognize mistakes probably
began at around the time when we first started to talk. We were
taught how to curl our mouths to properly enunciate words that
would soon cling to us just like the way the smoke clings to our
clothes after a daily commute. You’d forget about it when the rain
washes it off but a step further plummets you back to where you
started.

Louise Nazir A. Banzuela
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II
Now that I have grown, I am too afraid to stand up
I am terrified to speak up and shout
Saying “this is wrong” or “this is messed up”
Because I am retorted with “you’re young, you don’t know
what you’re talking about”
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PULA: What We
Were Taught

We Are Here
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You are at war with yourself, with the people around you, with how
society flows and you realize then that you were taught how to discern
a right action from a wrong one and you, being the person that you are,
devised ways on how to approach the day. Devised a plan, concrete to
what you were taught all these years but now you were wiser.
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We recognized mistakes as early as we can smile. We fixed it,
trained our being to conform to what was right but now child, do
not be afraid to make mistakes
.
Do not be afraid to color out of society’s line, just do what’s right
and you’ll someday see how beautiful the colors you’ve made have
come to be.
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Prose
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War happens
every day.

Yuwana Zine

heart up and makes your hands quake but child, you were taught
how to enunciate the right words, how to compose a sentence as
composed as you possibly can be at trying times; you were taught
how to speak your mind. You were taught how to use your voice.
Produce it, child.

Youth

And I know it’s called a voice box scientifically but don’t take this
into literal sense because when it’s not out of the box, change can
never be made.

Pula is such a beautiful color. Recognized in the Filipino language
this way but engraved in English as red, it’s always associated with the
image of happiness and love but pula is the color of blood. It’s the color
of adrenaline rushing in your veins in excitement, it is the pulsing of
nervous hands and scared yet angry eyes, it’s the last color that one sees
when breath gets cut off like a clogged drain, and it’s the color of war.

You are wiser than before, you have unlearned old teachings and
let go of stereotypes that harmed the way you saw the world. Your
courageous decisions brought you here and you’re destined to be here
but you’re scared.
The idea of conquering what seems to be the impossible speeds your
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As the days attach themselves to years, we are no longer the people
who we once were. In the society more complex that we can actually
comprehend, we have made our own faults even though we were
taught from what’s right and from what’s wrong. We have caused our
own tears and bruised our own scars but we’re still kids excited to see
how the colors will all fit together on the page.
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Alas otso ng gabi
habang ako ay pauwi
mula sa araw sa paaralan
binagtas ko ang pamilyar na daan

Ito ang aking kuwento
sariling mata ang testigo
hustisya ay ‘di nakinig
biningi ang tainga niya sa mga tinig
Akala ko maabot ko ang aming tahanan
alam ni ina na uuwi ako sa aming hapag
kainan
alam ko na gusto ni ama bago kumain ay
maghintayan
Buo kami; ina, itay, ako at kapatid
buo ako hanggang sa ‘di ko batid
ang nakaabang na kwento
kwentong totoo, nangyari sa dilim sa kanto
Ilang hakbang na lang ay tapos

Bulag
Yuwana Zine
Noelle

travelled the familiar path
I am Isko Just a 17-year-old And...
who am I again? I was stripped
naked by violence

“’Wag kang mag-iingay!” banta ng mga
nakatatandang ‘di ko kilala
kinaladkad ako sa dulo ng madilim na
eskinita
kung saan ‘pag ika’y pumunta
sayo ay walang makakakita

This is my story These own eyes as
the witness Unheard by Justice For
she&#39;d gone deaf and blind
I thought I&#39;d be home in no
time Mom knows I&#39;ll always
come home to our dinner I know dad
wants us complete on the table
We really were; mom, dad, me and
sister I was, until I didn&#39;t
know the looming conflict A grim,
real narrative, in the dark corners
of a small turn Few steps left and
I&#39;m done walking But there
were hands that finished me instead
The tip of a gun caressing on my
temple I can’t breathe
“Don’t you make any noise!”
threatened the stranger adults I
am dragged to against the wall of a
dead-end
Where no one will be seen go out
Democracy
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Tinulak ako sa malamig na lupa
kasing lamig ng pawis at luha
sinubukan kong aninagin ang kanilang itsura
kinatakot ko ng makitang unipormeng suot
nila ay sa pulisya
‘Di ako makapagsalita lalo na’t tinadyakan
ako sa dibdib
paano ako sisigaw ng tulong sa gitna ng liblib
“Umamin ka!” pabulong na demanda ng isa
nakatutok pa rin ang baril ng pangalawa
“Drugista! Sinong mga kasama mo?!” tanong
ng isang may dala ng latigo
bilang sagot umiling ako
nagmakaawang “hindi po ako user, wala po,
pangako”
Nakatanggap ako ng suntok sa mukha
pangarap ko sa kolehiyo ang abogasya
sa pagkakaalam ko ‘di dapat ganito ang
sistema
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Stomped on the cold ground, As
cold as the sweat and tears I tried
making out of their faces It feared
me more realizing they are wearing
police uniforms I can’t speak as
they crunched my chest How can
I scream in a middle of nowhere
“Admit it yourself !” pushed someone
in gritted teeth holding a knife With
the gun still pointing
“User! Who are the others?!” Asked
the other with a whip I shaked my
head I pleaded and pleaded and
pleaded no, I promise I’m not
I was granted a punch on the
face I dream of studying law on
college As far as I know, system
shouldn&#39;t be like this But
why am I in the hands of a foolish
justice? “We have your family!” This
frightened me more What have they
done to my family! “Just say it so you
won’t be hurt more!”
“I’m not a user, have mercy!” The
whip lashed out I feel like burning,
my bones are melting oh dear Lord,
where are you?
The gun was being pressed harder
to my forehead “If you don’t admit,
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Ako ay si Isko
labingpitong gulang po
at... sino nga ulit ako?
hinubad ng karahasan ang pagkakakilanlan
ko

na ngunit may mga kamay na tatapos
pala sa, ang dulo ng baril ay humaplos
sa aking sentido, aking paghinga sa takot ay
kinapos

Eight in the evening I was walking
home From another school day I

Democracy
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“Hawak namin ang pamilya mo!”
ikinatakot ko lalo ito
anong ginawa nila sa pamilya ko!
“Umamin ka na kung ayaw mo masaktan
lalo!”

Dumiin lalo ang dulo ng baril sa aking noo
“’Pag ‘di ka pa umamin, puputok ko ‘to sa
‘yong bungo,”
‘di ko mapigilan ang pag-agos ng luha
tila lindol ang dumadagundong na takot
at kaba
Paano ako aamin
kung wala naman ako dapat aminin
paano ako magsasalita
kung binunsalan din naman ang aking
karapatang magsalita
Muli akong humindi, “hindi po, ‘wag po”
nakita ko ang kinang ng isang kutsilyo
‘di ko mabilang ilang beses bumaon ang
dulo
naawala ako sa wisyo habang dumadanak
ang dugo
Yuwana Zine

‘Di ko rin nasundan ang hagupit ng latigo
ang mga putok ng baril sa aking ulo
sa sariling dugo ako naligo
habang ang aking lamang loob ay nahubo
Ang puso ko’y pinagkaitan huminga sa
kalayaan
hinablot ang karapatang pantao
pinagdamutan ng katarungan
biktima ng kasinungalingan

I again said no And saw the knife
glinting I can’t count how many times
it dived in my flesh
While my own blood was dripping
in my own land I was’t able to follow
too How many times the whip hit me
Or the shots in my head I was just
me, taking a bath in red water With
organs falling off
My heart wasn’t given the chance
to breathe in freedom Human rights
snatched away Not to be given justice
A victim of conspiracies Mom, dad,
our only princess; forgive me, They’ve
taken me away from you All I wanted
was to come home Forgive me, I didn’t
make it I’ll always be here beside you
Enough crying, mom It hurts me to
see how tired you are With bloodshot
eyes Don’t ever forget that I love you
Enough crying, dad Forgive me, I
can’t make it to law in college It hurts
Democracy
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Ina, Ama, mahal kong Kapatid; patawad,
inagaw nila ako sa’yo
ang nais ko lang naman ay makauwi
patawad, ‘di ako nakarating
nandito lang ako sa inyong tabi palagi
Tama na ang pagluha, ina
nasasaktan akong makita
pagod na pagod at pula na ang iyong mata
‘wag mong kalilimutan, mahal na mahal
kita
Tama na ang pagluha, ama
patawad, ‘di ko na maabot ang abogasya
nasasaktan akong marinig
na gabi-gabi kang humahagulgol dahil ‘di
mo na muli madinig ang aking tinig
Tama na ang pagluha, kapatid
‘wag mong kalilimutan, ikaw ang prinsesa
ni kuya
nasasaktan ang puso ko

Noelle
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me to hear you sobbing Every night
because you can’t hear me anymore
Enough crying, my sister Don’t ever
forget that you are kuya’s princess It
hurts me to know that you can’t stop
Grieving on my grave
Forgive me, forgive me I want
nothing but for you to know that It’s
all you I’m thinking about in my last
seconds
Forgive me, For the law have been a
fool All you wanted was to have our
justice But they have gunned, knifed,
and whipped you too in their hands.

Bulag
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“Hindi po ako nagamit, maawa po kayo!”
humampas ng napakahapdi ang latigo
parang nasusunog at timatagos ang sakit
kahit ang tama ay sa braso
o Diyos ko, nasaan ang awa mo?

I will shoot your skull,” My tears
can’t help but to gush The terror as
if an earthquake shaking How can I
confess With something I didn’t do
With nothing to admit about How will
I talk If my right to talk was thrown
away

Noelle

bakit ngayo’y nasa kamay ako ng
kamangmangan na hustisya?

Democracy
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NELUMBO NUCIFERA.

Haze

got destructed by Adam’s luxurious

condom prevented her from cutting

moans and secretive glances? Isn’t she

the broken twigs of promises and

supposed to feel safe in the chamber

divine shelter made by her one and

of someone who paid her debt to the

only Adam. Labeled as a mistress,

King who has her fabricated licenses

she permuted the intimacy of wishful

of fruits of wisdom? Then why, on her

thinking from dry ambitions, of

another rhythm of degrees and cycles,

shining pearls circulated around her

does her life need to be slaughtered by

neck full of purple blemishes from the

Adam’s shiny forest?
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In a swift flux of

In a form of 45 degrees that swirl

milliseconds, their lascivious pique

around and over at 360, her soul

blinded in love designed by artificial

was pivoted with sinful stares in the

herbs and grumps outside of her

vintage and sacred castle of addictive

Majesty’s castle, her womb yearned

jurisdiction: condoms supposed to

the kisses of sunrays and bunny hop

protect, but why, just oh why, her

planks of raindrops. She couldn’t

vocabulary of dreams and oxygen

understand why the opera has to stop

unforgiven mistress released itself

Adam’s long time friend succumbed

from the expectations of obnoxious

by the light of sensual intolerance as if

and discrete meals prepared by black

vodka— ain’t muttered with regrets.

and white saturation and sepia hues

And in just the search for her 90th

that existed way before degrees were

degrees turn, a fully furnished flower

felt. It is the lotus itself, the product

was born: fresh and delightful, covered

of legendary seconds of destructive

lustful moans of the unforgiven

condom, that tried to have his own

mistress by its genuine tenderness.

little 360 degrees of periodicals.
His stem shouted for his mother’s

unpleasant odor that only cockroaches
and rats can sing wonderful lullabies.

in an unforgiving tone of fidelity with
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The eyes of the rented midwife

unforgiving penumbra; the dignity

unsung her inquiry and cage of hopes

from silenced tears done by gold

lurking around the baby’s palms.

bullets and silver knives. His roots

“I’m glad you’ve already given birth

then prospered with annoyance and

to this wonderful flower, mistress.”

touch of fate— played within the

Her prying eyes pinned the mother’s

dumbbells of laws and live casinos of

skinny body, dripping with sweat

powerful men patiently holding their

and cracks of anxiety for the nearest

deceitful throne. His petals aren’t

crumbles of tomorrow’s digest. Finally,

ashamed of how the castle darkly

the mistress turned in a hundred and

glitters his mark, fabricated with the

eighty degrees of hate and shame,

dawn and arousal of fantasy.

“I supposed to have a water lily,
but Adam’s divinity gave me a lotus

As his another three hundred and

flower.”

sixty cycles formed for the nth time
within his muddy frame, he growled:
Hereafter, the magical

enlightenment of vined tattoos

silenced; it can never be, as long as the

glowed. Born with sinful rhythms and

castle of tainted drugs of freedom isn’t

melodies from circles of prophetic

shattered yet.”

bloody sacrifices, the womb of

1 NELUMBO
NUCIFERA is supposed to embrace the deprivation of animalistic
flavored condoms, but
unfortunately, he ain’t
a water lily. He
Yuwana Zine
Democracy
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does not conceal within the pads of hypocritical palettes of numbers and turns, of fake divinity and exhausting enslavement— rather, he hydrates
and fathoms, as he rings the sleeping bells of millisecond’s flux.

“Gamblers of fate do not want to be

Haze

THE BLACK GRAPES flavored

Youth

Prose

Prose

Have you ever seen a flower bloom?

Voices		
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Podcast: Here
Youth Stands
Philippines 1: 1-12
Starlene Portillo
the beginning, numbers pile on the floor whirling today’s
1 [1]In
bad news— not news, even.

Maria Gabriella

[2] Just the Word.
[3]And the Word makes headlines and his Word laid flesh upon
bodies given up for a cause only the blind find true.
96
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[7]And the Word dwelt among us.
[8]The bullet is a man and we’ve been held at gunpoint one too
many times.
[9]Still, history lets the blamed go blameless, while bullets leave
no traces. Just the Word.

So, what is this “podcast”? According to International Podcast
Day, which is going to be held on 30 September, podcast is like
an “internet radio on-demand”. The invention of podcast itself
were credited to Adam Curry and Dave Winer. A podcast usually
has specific and specialized contents. This way, people can easily
search for the most suitable podcast matching their interests or
hobbies. While certain podcasts may only attract a small audience

[10]And his Word is law.
[11]When he looked upon all that he had made, he said it was
good.
[12]After all, what’s borne from our blood is absolution.

Yuwana Zine
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[5]He said take this, all of you, and believe it.
[6]The price of War is just a limb you can scale.
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Around seven months since WHO declared Covid-19 outbreak as
a pandemic, there has been immense emergence of various online
seminars commonly referred as “webinars”. In a world where
mobility is restricted and people are encouraged to stay at home,
webinars have become the main knowledge-sharing tools for
many people across borders; hence many companies, government
bodies, and student organizations host them with varying topics
and goals in mind. Along with webinars, there is actually one
more booming phenomenone that is popular among youth called
“podcast”.

Yuwana Zine

Grab Your Mic, Take Back Our Stage
In Indonesia, it’s quite uncommon to see youth being invited to
speak in seminars (webinars nowadays), unless the topic of the
event is exclusively about youth. Even then, ironically, there is
scarcely young people present at the panel. In a seminar talking
about the future of the country, we instead see those belonging to
“baby boomers” and “generation X” categories speak on behalf of
youth. Weird, right?

When you type “youth” in the podcast section of Spotify, you will
find that you will have to scroll endlessly to get to the bottom of the
page. I have passed over 120 different podcasts with “youth” as their
and the list is still going on.
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There is this notion of youth being “uncapable” of posing as a
panelist due to their lack of knowledge or experience. Well, we—
you, and I, and a great many deal of youth out there—have to
disagree. Instead of lacking knowledge or experience, youths are
usually not given the opportunity to speak up. To let their voices be
known and heard.

More importantly, those podcasts are available in many languages,
Indonesian among them. The topics are also diverse and, from
reading the summary provided in each podcast and their episodes,
genuinely intriguing. This huge abundance of youth podcast proves
that making and listening to a podcast is seen as attractive and
informative to young people all over the world.

I think those conditions can be argued as the reason why making
podcast is so popular to young people in Indonesia—and, yes, the
world. Just about anyone can make a podcast episode. They just
need to choose their topic, record their argument or opinion about
said topic, and post it with one click. Now, people all over the world
can listen to them, hear them.

In Indonesia, due to Large-Scale Social Restriction (Indonesians
call it PSBB), student organizations in universities and schools
couldn’t carry out their usual events. They move their offline
talks and discussions onto podcasts. From this act, podcasts with
bold topics are churned out consecutively. Podcasts dealing with
Voices		

Youth

Where previously it’s hard to get a seat as a panelist, now young
people can easily build their own stages through a podcast. They
Youth

Prose

Prose

Podcasts Made by Youth
One podcast usually has a common theme, e.g. sustainability,
leadership, STEM, politics, mental health, etc. There will be several
episodes inside a podcast, covering many issues related to the its
main theme. Since podcast is fairly easy to make—one only needs
a recording application such as Anchor, etc—and the fact that this
generation is very tech-savvy, it’s unsurprising to see many podcasts
out there are made by youth.

Democracy

Voices		

urgent environmental issues, controversial bills and laws, racial
discrimination, women empowerment, and the likes are put out
there to enlighten people from their respective homes.

due to this system, their audience will most likely be more engaged
with the talk compared to mainstream radio broadcasts.
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can interact with targeted audiences, those actively searching
for a podcast catered to their curiosity. Afterward, discussions
will bloom and thoughts will be exchanged. Finally, solutions
to various problems in one’s country—answering the concern
of youths living there whose voices are not usually taken into
account—will be produced.
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Through podcast, more people will be enlightened in issues that
news outlets could not properly elaborate. It turns out that this
pandemic has fueled the fire in many young people in Indonesia
to be brave, to share their thoughts, and to inspire others to follow
along their path. I’m sure this wave will reverberated across many
ASEAN countries; a benefit for all, especially us.
More podcasts, more people, more voices. This is your chance to
grab your mic. To take back our stage. To show everyone:

Here
youth
stands.

Yuwana Zine

Podcast: Here
Youth Stands
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I was not a public speaker.

Public Speaker
Francine Soberano
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I grew up with the trauma caused by that nightmare.
Recitations, speeches, and other activities that would require
me to speak in front of people frightened me. If I had no choice
but to do so, I would just perform mediocrely. I would keep all
of my thoughts to myself. I got used to reading things I deem
useful, hoping it would save me from experiencing unwanted
mental blocks. Whenever I knew that I had to talk, I would allot
time for me to practice days before the performance task,
event, or whatsoever. Preparation includes me writing down my
thoughts and talking to myself in the shower. Later on, I
unreservedly embraced that I really have no spot for public
speaking, but I found a better weapon of choice.
Prose

Prose

When I was 7 years old, I had a dream of joining a declamation
contest. Since none of my classmates volunteered, my teacher
forced me to join, thinking
that it might
help me deal
with my
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stage fright. The host handed me the microphone and told me
to start. When I finally had the courage to do so, I spoke but no
sound was heard. It turns out that there was a problem with the
sound system. All the kids who were watching laughed at me
because I looked stupid. The courage and enthusiasm that I
worked hard to collect suddenly disappeared.

I cannot be a public speaker.
When I was 7 years old, I had a dream of joining a declamation contest.
Since none of my classmates volunteered, my teacher forced me to
join, thinking that it might help me deal with my stage fright. The host
handed me the microphone and told me to start. When I finally had the
courage to do so, I spoke but no sound was heard. It turns out that there
was a problem with the sound system. All the kids who were watching
laughed at me because I looked stupid. The courage and enthusiasm
that I worked hard to collect suddenly disappeared.
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I was not a public speaker.
I grew up with the trauma caused by that nightmare. Recitations,
speeches, and other activities that would require me to speak in front
of people frightened me. If I had no choice but to do so, I would just
perform mediocrely. I would keep all of my thoughts to myself. I got
used to reading things I deem useful, hoping it would save me from
experiencing unwanted mental blocks. Whenever I knew that I had to
talk, I would allot time for me to practice days before the performance
task, event, or whatsoever. Preparation includes me writing down my
thoughts and talking to myself in the shower. Later on, I unreservedly
embraced that I really have no spot for public speaking, but I found a
better weapon of choice.

Youth
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Karisa Poedjirahardjo is an Indonesia-raised, Singapore-based
writer, maker, and organizer. Her poetry has made it onto platforms
such as SPEAK, Destination:INK, Singapore Unbound, The Writer’s Club, and the Esplanade, among others. She is interested in
personal stories and how they converse with larger socio-political
phenomena.
Tulip’s favorite hobby is drawing digital fan-arts of anime characters. She mostly studies on perspectives, angles and anatomy to
improve her art skills. These are also her plans on taking Architecture in college. She loves anime and right now she is very much
interested in Haikyu.
Instagram @thettulipp_

19 year old Therese Genota is a Filipino ex-poet, college freshman, and maybe future lawyer-slash-diplomat. She likes everything made with green tea and political philosophy. Wants to
speaker.
think she loves her country and is currently still searching for that
one advocacy
for hernightmare.
entire life.
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Syakirah is a Bruneian editor and English Literature graduate.

Qystina Adeilyya I am inspired to inspire, @qysaez

As an escape, Ehsan writes whenever she feels frustrated
although these works rarely see the light.
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Kayen R.N. A poet who desires to connect with others about
aspects of humanity. She believes that by connecting and
understanding each other, a lot of problems can be solved.
Social media: @kayen.rn (instagram)

Zotana is a curious woman. She is vocal about many issues and is
willing to give a helping hand. She believes that the youth has the
most impact when moulding the future because “we are the future
leaders of the land.” Don’t be afraid to speak up and be heard; an
idea is an idea- no matter how big, small, amazing, or idiotic it may
be.

Patch is a downcast poetess, a die-hard ravenclaw and a dauntless
caffeine queen.

Born in 2001, Nazurah is an active writer and engineering/science
student in Brunei whose passion is on writing therapy and speaking
up about untold problems in society, notably sympathizing in racism,
women’s education rights, mental health issues, local businesses as
well as more personal notes. When she isn’t writing for local platforms
and companies, she creates and shares her own poetry on Instagram

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/patch.archibald.3/
Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCqYb7UaISZ1Xy9glYeu5pew?view_as=subscriber
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/downcastpoetess/

@kyounohaneul (instagram)
CzarovskiKristal is an artist from the Philippines & she has dabbled
in poetry. She does a little bit of digital art here & there but mostly a
traditionalist by trade. Currently, she is in the process of trying to find
a publisher for her manuscript.

Yancy is a freelance writer and a college freshman who is currently
working as a content editor in a news organization. His passion has
been on journalism, having been on the field for 4 years now. On
this field, he won several accolades and led several school publications. Also, Yancy has an interest on community service, research,
Japanese poetry and calligraphy on his leisure time. He plans to join
a youth community service club one day. He believes that when a
nation rests its ideals on the people, true democracy is served.

www.youtube.com/channel/UCS9NeeSAuRtaeU8U1OovkPQ
DeviantArt: http://riazana.deviantart.com/
Behance: www.behance.net/czarovskic99b8
Facebook: www.facebook.com/czarovskikristal/
Twitter: twitter.com/czarovskicap
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18 years old, Alexis Pearl Concordia from the Philippines, is a member of Girl Scouts, Philippines and a Youth Advocate on Climate Act
and Environmental Protection. She loves anime and manga especially romance with a hint of slice-of-life genre. She loves kids and is
currently on her first year of being a student nurse and In the future,
she wants to be a pediatrician.

Keerthi has always loved writing in any form whether it be in the
form of songs, poems and informative pieces because it enables
her to share her thoughts and beliefs. If ever she needs to get her
opinions out, writing is always her vessel for it. It’s an escape for her
thoughts,
which has always been there for her.
@keeeeeeerthi (instagram)
Russet Navato is currently a freelance writer with a lot of
art-related hobbies.
Instagram: rsstnvt
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Hezron Pios is a 22-year old graduate of AB Communication at the
University of St. La Salle, where he served as editor-in-chief of The
Spectrum from 2019-2020. He was selected as a fellow for poetry in
national writing workshops conducted in Dumaguete and Bacolod. He
is also a core member of Uláhi Reading Circle, a reading network for
writers organized by writers. In his free time, he dabbles in graphic
design and blogging. He aspires to become a multidisciplinary visual
artist, an
ingenious zinester, a novelist, and a sharp film critic someday.
Read his microessays on tinyletter.com/simile6100
and get to know him on a much personal level.

Gregorio Surya Abdi Julianto is a young man who has interests in
humanitarian and socio-political issues. In his country, such problems
are often forgotten. However, he tries to continue on presenting this
anxiety in written form such as poetry and short stories.

Hmuu Po Mo is a first year medical student at the University of
Medicine (1), Yangon, Myanmar. She graduated from Narrabundah
College in Canberra, Australia where she participated in various youth
activities and events such as the United Nations Youth Australia and
was a student ambassador for the Live Below the Line campaign.
Participating in projects like these not only gives her joy but it is also a
way to raise her voice and speak up for what she believes in. She loves
making art and reading books (a Potterhead) during her free time and
you can check out her art page at: @sketchesbymo both on Instagram
and Facebook!

Kevin Lieus Felix is a mechanical engineer and graphic design
freelancer. I live in Indonesia, Bogor City. Interested in engineering, especially in renewable energy research and environmentally
friendly energy development, and also interested in graphic design,
especially in branding design and poster design.

Isaac is a medical graduate and is currently waiting for a placement
into the hospital as a government servant. They love anything that is
creatively incline and have also been doing freelance music production for the past 3 years.

The author (Delayla) is a third year Literature student. She is a campus
journalist of their university, but creative writing is her forte. She is
accustomed to writing using her first and second language, which is
Waray and Filipino. Her literary pieces, including short stories, depict
current issues in her country, oftenly hidden in
metaphors and symbolisms.
Zar Mose is a poet and collage artist based in Padang, Indonesia.
He has interest in gender equality and self-expression issues. Living
in a heteronormative and strict cultured-region makes him always
questioning the value of humanity. He usually writes his thoughts in
Indonesia and shares his poems in instagram (@zarmose) and Spotify
podcasts (Zar Mose). He is currently studying English Literature in
Diponegoro University, Semarang.
19 years old Eunice D. Orquia is from Sorsogon City, Philippines. She
is currently a BS Architecture Student whose passion is learning and,
of course, the arts! She likes whimsical illustrations and warm colors
and wants to promote compassion for ourselves through her artworks. She is currently breaking out of her comfort zone, taking more
risks, exploring and developing her own art style.
Instagram: @enciiee_

Jhio loves reading and writing poetry. He is currently a third year
psychology student at the University of the Philippines Visayas in
Miagao.

They have personal music projects posted on soundcloud, youtube
and spotify under the stage name Holyboy/isaactheholyboy. However
they are currently taking a step back to rethink of their vision and
branding for personal projects.
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Born in Jakarta, Sofia Tantono spent her childhood living in Qatar and
Australia before her return to Indonesia. She is a writer whose work
has been published before in Anak Sastra, a literary magazine. Her interests lie primarily in literature and political issues. When she is not
writing, she can be found reading, keeping herself updated on current
affairs (economic inequality and anti-authoritarian politics are two
fundamental concerns for her) and browsing the internet.
Instagram @sofias.writing.
Born in January 26 1996, living in Surabaya, Indonesia, R.Riree’s
mindset was driven by some paradoxical situation which were not in
accordance with the reality and norms in their environment. The way
they see their phenomenon is through their painting style. Their views
of environment for female painters in Indonesia are identical of bright
and beautiful figures and are the symbols of feminism.
Fatin Syazana is a fresh psychology graduate who always has always
been passionate for drawing and is fascinated at how visual art can
spark an emotion in someone. How anyone from different backgrounds or cultures can relate to the same picture, and still have the
freedom to interpret it however they want.
Instagram @fa_n_azana

Rowel Gabriel Mirador is from Pearl of the orient Seas, the Philippines. He is 18 years old whose passionated enough to do his best in
every task given to him. Loves to cook and dance. Does portrait and
digital artworks and also does photography and sometimes modelling.

Surya Darmana is a research assistant who is passionate in creating illustrations and short animations in his spare time. He has been
involved with research projects to develop a Sign Language Translation
Apps for Indonesian Sign-System at Faculty of Computer Science
Universitas Indonesia, with the aim of helping the process of communication between deaf and non-deaf people easier.

Syahirah Husairi, who goes by the name, Syasya Harry online is a recent graduate from the university of Portsmouth and still navigating
the world of what’s ahead of her. Syasya’s interests include everything
art-related, sustainable clothing and youth empowerment.

instagram: @anamrad_ayrus
Emi Kashikoi is a freelance illustrator based in Brunei Darussalam.
She loves doodling and watching documentary series. She is currently
working on tons of projects including webcomic about magical girls
fighting monsters while dealing with local social issues and hopefully
mini visual novel games which touches on the issues of mental health.

Esa is a designer and artist who likes to experiment with media,
shapes, colors and explore through his own spiritual experiences and
the relevance of life around him.

Instagram: @emikashikoi

Isobel Mariano is a fledgling digital artist and film student who is very
into anime and ballads. She is working on a comic called “Malay Ba?”
which features questions from a teenager about life in general and the
state of her country.
Twitter: @isobel_artworks
Salomo Christian Hutajulu has an interest and curiosity in ancient and
traditional scripts, especially in South East Asian such as Surat Batak,
Jawi, Baybayin, Lontara’, Sundanese to name a few. He also has interests in learning about the cultures within ASEAN.
Currently, he is designing a book about humanity studies through his
Facebook, “Bhūmī Kita”.
It is also can be viewed through Instagram @bhumikita99.
Facebook : Salomo Christian Hutajulu
Instagram : @salomo_ch
Noelle is from the Philippines and a HUMSS graduate.
She is into reading and writing.
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Aurelia Fransiska Wijaya Kusuma is a tenth grader senior high school
student from Indonesia. She loves to draw illustrations based on her
thoughts. She likes to use her passion of drawing illustrations that
touches on empathy

Adobong Papel is a photographer who is pushing through to become
a professional photojournalist. He was a campus journalist, however
since he has graduated, he has taken the opportunity to use the skills
he learnt from the campus publication to hone his skills and help in
the flow of truth in the public. His former EICs also taught him that
journalism can also be an act of activism. Furthermore, being shy and
diagnosed with clinical depression, he is doing his best to be what he
aspires through sharing his experiences to fellow youths.
Instagram @adobong_papel
Agnita Fitriani is currently enrolled as a literature student at Padjadjaran University, Indonesia. Her interests are literature, photography
and any humanities related issues. My current quarantine routines are
reading a book, attending online classes, and write some journals or
book reviews.
agnitafitriani.af@gmail.com

Shyryl is from the Philippines, a 4th-year communication student at
Pamantasan ng Lungsod ng Marikina. She is an aspiring photographer, content creator, and an online seller of cosmetics. She believes
that the asset to create an artwork is our mind. If we train it well, it
can create a powerful masterpiece that can change our standpoint or
perspective in everything.

Geela (b. 1998) is a documentary photographer based in Manila, Philippines. Her work, which explores topics of displacement and culture,
aims to expose the plight of the oppressed and the marginalized, with
the intention of writing and documenting history from the eyes of its
makers. When not practicing photography,
she spends her time doing volunteer work for cultural organizations,
walking around the city, and reading on Philippine history.

Fb Personal Account: Shyryl
Fb Page: @ShyRamos04
Ig: @shyrylramos
Twitter: @shyrylramos
Youtube Channel: Shy Ramos
Sam is currently an undergraduate at the University of the Philippines
Manila. She grew up in the STEM field and was not really exposed to
the world of arts. She has always wanted to take photographs but it
was just last year (2019) that she started doing so. She’s into street
photography and her main medium is film/analog. Once the pandemic
is over, she wants to focus on capturing injustices and social issues
with her photography. Currently, she voices her concerns and dissent
through social media.
Instagram: @sammy__samsam
I’m a semi-closeted (Khairulanwar), plus-sized muslim boy. I love
pop music (Miss Adele, where’s that album?) and drawing (@donkey_
donkhai). I’m still learning to love myself and accepting that being me
is okay.
Starlene Portillo is an aspiring journalist who’s still trying to figure out
life at 21. As an advocate for women empowerment, body positivity and
self-love, she has organized events and written pieces regarding these
issues. She likes reading and writing creative non-fiction writeups, but
she has yet to commit to publishing her own.
Twitter @starportillo

Instagram: @geelagarcia / @geelamanila
Email: geelamanila@gmail.com
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Louise Nazir A. Banzuela, Is a 17 year old aspiring film major in the
near future. She is passionate about public speaking, writing, and the
performing arts especially theater and dance. She dreams to be the
lens that can help change your view on what the world really is and
how we can help change it for the betterment of everyone. Eliminating poverty and education for all is what she is really passionate
about and she longs to see the day when these dreams come true. “Be
kind to one another and let’s continue doing the impossible.”

Francine Soberano is an 18-year-old Grade 12 student from the Philippines. She has been a campus journalist for nine years who goes by
the pseudonym rndmpenholder. She spends most of her time reading
and writing essays, articles, [spoken word] poems, etc. (especially in
Filipino) that tackle and focuse on issues that are considered significant, taboo, and controversial. She is a firm believer that art should
disturb the comfortable and comfort the disturbed.

Haze is a third-year AB Philosophy student at the Polytechnic University of the Philippines and an aspiring lawyer. As someone who
witnessed poverty, injustices, and oppression in her country yet financially tight, She has been using her skills in literature and traditional
arts to expose current and relevant issues through transcending it to
higher imaginative reality. For, she believes, whatever we do is for the
sake of humanity.

Open

Ozaques was born in Yogyakarta, July 2, 1996 and lives in Vila Bukit
Asri, Bantul. In 2020, Ozaques underwent an art residency at Padepokan Seni Bagong Kussudiardja (PSBK) until December, which previously in 2017 was involved in the Global Internship Study program at
the Babaran Segaragunung Cultural House. Aside from practicing
art, Ozaques involved himself in the Indonesian Schizophrenia Care
Community (KPSI) in Yogyakarta. Then with his lover, Ozaques initiated
to form a creative space called AISTHESIS Creative Space in 2019.
Ozaques is a young artist who has been in informal processes for four
years with visual arts discipline and had his first solo exhibition in 2019
with the headline Traumatis and Catharsis.

for
submi

ssion

Yuwana Zine #3: Days of Activism

Maria Gabriella, nicknamed Gaby, is a final year bioprocess engineering undergraduate student at Universitas Indonesia. Gaby is interested
in sustainability and women empowerment issues. In her free time, she
likes to watch fantasy or superhero movies and tv series. Gaby also has
a blog where she shares her stories:
www.mariacgabriella.com. | Instagram: @margabriellaa

!

Open submission until
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Sunday, November 15th, 2020

Mya Zin Mar TunAge . 21. Myanmar
Position. Staff in PDI-Kintha
My name is Myat Yu Mon and I am 22 years old. I am working from
Peace and Development Initiative – Kintha (PDI) as a Peace
Education Trainer at peace project.

Yuwana Zine #3 will be published
on the International Human Rights Day,
December 10th, 2020

I am Sumon and I am almost 24 and I am a staff of PDI-Kintha
Zaw Htay. 21 year-old. BEC - Teacher at PDI Org

Guidelines : aseanyouthforum.org/yuwanacall
Inquires: yuwana@aseanyouthforum.org

Asia, believe in human rights,
democracy, justice, freedom and
peace. We shall work together to

“

“

We, the young people of Southeast

ensure that either during and post
COVID-19

community in Southeast

Asia is an Inclusive, people-

centered, gender - sensitive and
right-based community.

Southeast Asia Youth Collective Statement

(September 2020)

